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Keep up with the latest daily buzz with the BuzzFeed Daily newsletter! Trending Samsung S21 PS5 iPhone 12 Xbox Series X Disney+ iPhone+ iPhone 12 TechRadar designs are supported by its audience. When you purchase through links on our website, we may earn an affiliate commission. Learn more The best free tools, apps, and games. TechRadar
newsletter Sign up to get breaking news, reviews, opinion, analysis and more, as well as the hottest tech deals! Thank you for signing up for TechRadar. You will soon receive a verification email. There was a problem. Refresh the page and try again. No spam, we promise. You can unsubscribe at any time and we will never share your information without
your permission. Note: To activate the flip for Google Now gesture and stop launcher crashes when choosing a new wallpaper, you need to flash the zip file attached below via TWRP. The APK installation works, but stops when you start the wallpaper picker, and you can't swipe right for Google Now. You can install the wallpaper selector separately to stop
the power closure issue. It didn't take long. The new Google Nexus APK launcher is now available for download. I installed it and it's the real deal, complete with the new slide-up app drawer and google button for quick search and access to Google Now.When you press the home screen a lot there is a settings menu that includes a Show google app when
you swipe left option, as well as options for rotating the screen and adding or removing app suggestions at the top of the app drawer. Pressing the G button opens a quick search disc and scanning from the left edge opens Google Now.APK: the easy methodInstall the APK above. Simply enable unknown sources in your security settings, install the Nexus
Launcher APK (or mirror), tap home and select Nexus Launcher. You'll get all the Nexus Launcher features except swiping right on Google Now won't work (this is because the launcher needs to be installed as an app system to work). You can still access Google Now by pressing the G button once to open the search and then the G again to start Google
Now. Update: While initially trying to open the wallpaper selector would force it to close the launcher, you can now install the APK wallpaper selector to specify the nexus narrow launcher power bug. ZIP: the best method If you want the Nexus Launcher works as it is supposed to though, you need to flash the Nexus Launcher zip file via TWRP. This will not
only allow swiping for Google but it will also stop the wallpaper selector from power closing the launcher. This is obviously the best method, but if you really don't want to install an app that isn't Google Play, you can always use the Nova Launcher approach we shared earlier for a very similar experience. Make sure to grab the 2016 Nexus wallpapers too. The
archive comes courtesy of Nate Benis on Google+. Do you like the new Nexus Launcher? Better or worse than the current approach? Chrome: Google's web version of the Play Store is useful, but still missing one by one characteristics after all these years. The Google Play Store toolbox helps solve many small problems to make your apps easier to use.
Toolbox, created by the Android Police site, offers a ton of handy tweaks. More specifically, in addition to the Install button, you will also see a button for mirror apk. This website (which is also owned by Android Police) hosts APKs for apps that can't be loaded yet. This is especially useful if you are sideloading an application that hasn't been released at all
yet. You'll also see buttons for AppBrain (an alternative way to explore the Play Store) and Android Police coverage for this app, if any. The extension will also show you if a beta version of an app is available. Many companies run beta programs for their applications to test new features before they develop them at all, but you'll have to find them yourself.
This extension will now show you an easy-to-use link where you can sign up for the beta and download the most bleeding edge version right away. Best of all, you can disable any feature of the toolbox separately. So, if you don't know or care what AppBrain is, you can disable that button in the options of the extension. At the moment the extension is quite
bare bones, but the few features it has are quite convenient. Google Play Store Toolbox | Chrome Web Store via Android PoliceG/O Media can get a Commission BlitzWolf 10 LED Ring Kit Keep up with the latest daily buzz with the BuzzFeed Daily newsletter! This is my drag racing bike. It's made of an old sting ray I found. (bought for $15 for parts) and an
old 10 speed member of my family gave me. How I came to build this well is a funny story. I was just wondering looking for something to do. I had that old 10 speed on the shelf and the radius pinched into parts on the shelf and I was like TO TENTH THIS MAZI! And then he was born. please rate-comment-subscribe if you have any questions email me at
suzukidirtrider@hotmail.comtake the forks of ten speed. This includes taking the handle bars. When you have the handles off take the shifters away and set them aside. We'll need them later. Then once you have the handle bars off take off the forks. Take off the large bolt with a plumbing key or any other large wrench. once you're down in the bolt you take
off with your hand make sure you get the little safety divider off because like the smart one I'm wasting an hour trying to get it off then found that stupid thing had to come out first. Take off the forks and hold the bearings we're going to need, too. put that aside now lets move on #2sorry, but there is a picture on the Internet I had done this before I started this.
But to take off the forks, it's a matter of taking off the bolts for the neck part. Don't lose the lavines or we'll need them for this. once you get them away lets go back to 10 speedputting this together is the easy step first to take the old bearing from the speed 10 one put them in the neck of the pinch-ray. then put the neck in the 10 speed frame. Speed. you have
that put the bolt back in the neck put the handle rods back. then get their shifters I put about 6 inches away from the seat position. then make sure its all tight and have fun riding your new drag bike!here's what I did to. instead of a car battery I used its two drill battery. That's the most. It works all the same and about 30 pounds lighter than outside the car
battery. I added a high and low beam switch for head light so it is the light switch and under that the high and low beam. the other images of the head light in one I had the flash on (camera) the other was offStated in Your Light Up Ride The original Top Speed game provided a source of excitement for head-to-head racing enthusiasts. Racing Legends adds
even more in terms of customization features and options for a more refreshing experience. Top Speed 2 is the sequel to one of the most popular racing releases of this decade. It adds extras to an already much-enjoyed head-to-head racing game. Top Speed 2: Racing Legends is an arcade racing game. It's another version of the turbocharged racing game
that allows you to become the best out there. You can play as a suspended police officer and professional runner seeking to become a legend. The game boasts beautiful, realistic 3D graphics and 70 car models to unlock and upgrade as you go along. All models come from real life fast cars, adding to the feel of the game. There are also new setup and
customization options to enhance your experience. The latest launch also brought three different maps - airport, docks, and highway, as well as Elite and Story game modes, and limited-duration racing events. The leaderboard continues to be updated, and in addition to hundreds of addons, you're working your way up. With thousands of levels to go by, you'll
never run out of options. Perhaps the most important among the new features is multiplayer mode, allowing you to race friends and prove the best driver on your team. Where can you run this program? If you play in Windows, you can run Racing Legends in versions 7 and later. macOS 10.8 and above will also support it. Is there a better alternative? Yes, the
racing market is huge and has something for every taste. Other games may not be better in itself, but you may also like Dirt Rally, Gran Tourismo, Shift 2, Race: Injection and more. Top Speed 2 is an excellent experience. The game is well developed, and although it does not have many improvements of the original, from the long-awaited multiplayer mode, it
is still a new, exciting experience. Should I download it? Yes. If you enjoy the first chapter of the Top Speed story, the second won't disappoint, either. Either. Either.
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